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Latest Development In
Blockchain Infrastructure

Keywords of Blockchain Infrastructure in 2018:
Scalability, Storage, Privacy & Security

Scalability

Storage

Privacy & Security

The biggest advancement in
2018 regarding infrastructure
technology is in the scalability
area. Scalability is currently the
hottest research topic since it
is highly related to blockchain
performance.

Technologies like P2P network
and cloud storage are mature
enough to support the storage
needs of current blockchain
applications. However, approach
to verify the qualities of newly
add-in storage nodes requires
further research.

Zero-knowledge Proof has
achieved major development for
increasing privacy and security.
The initial ecosystem has been
formed in 2018. However, existing
Zero-knowledge Proof protocol
consumes large amount
of resources.

*Research insights of part 1 are based on the white papers and yellow papers of most innovative
infrastructure technology projects in the past two years. Projects are selected based on their innovativeness
and impact for the industry.
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Scalability in 2018: Sharding and Layer 2
Technology have been Implemented

1

2

EOS improves consensus
efficiency and reduces node
storage pressure through a
partially centralized approach.

Improving blockchain scalability
with Sharding and Layer 2
technology are the two most
popular research directions.

3
In 2018, Sharding and Layer 2
technology were officially
implemented. Test net and the
initial stage of Proof of Concept
have been launched. Layer 2
has already supported the
gaming scene.
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Three Directions of Scalability

DAG

Sharding

Layer 2

Research

Research

Research

The improvement of consensus

Provisioning sharding for smart

State Channel

Sidechain

algorithm performance is one of

contract is the most difficult part in

How to offload smart

How to prove the

blockchain sharding technology.

contracts execution

validity of state

future blockchain scalability research.

from the main chain

data when running

Current DAG research aims at

onto Layer 2.

complicated smart

the most important directions for

contract in sidechain.

extending PoW algorithm.

Projects

Projects

Projects

PHANTOM & GHOSTDAG,

Ethereum Shasper,

Plasma, Loom,

Conflux,

Omniledger, Chainspace,

Celer Network,

Prism

Zilliqa, Ontology

L4 (Counterfactural)
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Storage in 2018:
Has NOT been Implemented in Top Projects(Such as Etheruem)
Blockchain technology calls for reliable, decentralized, and verifiable storage solutions.
Blockchain storage has two unique characteristics:

Data Storage System
Economic Model

Proof of Storage and
Reputation Mechanism

Stimulates the network users to contribute storage The most important feature is how to ensure the user’s benefit
capacity in order to achieve network stability.
and evaluate the quality of nodes.

Leading storage projects include IPFS & FileCoin, Sia, Swarm, Storj, MaidSafe. However, due to the
pressure issues on nodes in fully decentralized system, it has not been implemented in top projects yet.
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Future Research: Mechanism of Nodes Screening and Motivation

Screening Mechanism
for New Nodes

How to select new nodes that can provide stable and
reliable storage capacity.

Incentive Machenism for Nodes

The project team needs to design a good incentive
model for storage node operators to deliver stable,
performant, long-term storage.
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Privacy in 2018:
Major Advancement in Zero-Knowledge Proof Technology
Decentralization poses challenges on data privacy. How to collaborate in a decentralized set-up while having user
privacy protected has become an important research topic.
Technologies solving this issue include:

Zero-knowledge Proof

Trusted Execution
Environment (TEE)

Secure Multi-Party
Computation

Projects

Projects

Projects

Algorithms include:

Oasis Labs,

PlatON,

zk-SNARKs,

iExec (participate in Ethereum

Wanchain,

zk-STARKs, Bulletproofs.

Enterprise Alliance, EEA),

ARPA, etc.

TEEX, Ontology.
Projects include ZCash,
ZoKrates, Monero.
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Future Research: Resource Intensity of Zero-knowledge Proof,
Development Tools for Secure Multi-Party Computation

Zero-knowledge Proof

Trusted Execution Environment

Secure Multi-Party Computation

Zero-knowledge Proof is still

Trusted Execution Environment(TEE)

Secure Multi-Party Computation is

very resource intensive. Future

is not difficult from technical side, but

still in experimental stage. Efficient

research would focus on how to

since secure execution environment

development tools are insufficient, and

reduce resource-consuming and

is tightly related to software and

development barrier is high. However,

improve the verification efficiency .

hardware, the future of TEE depends

new research papers come out every

mainly on hardware manufacturers

year, and big companies like Alibaba

like ARM, Intel, etc.

are exploring in areas like multi-party
signatures technology.
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Blockchain Technology
In Industries

Summary of Trends

Current Status
All of the five industries have challenges in protecting data security and privacy.
Applying smart contracts and moving data “on chain” have been common practices in those industries.
Using private chain and consortium chain are the mainstream, since they can lower the risk of the system
when it transforms from centralized to decentralized. Collaboration with centralized institutions (such as
government regulatory authorities) is also critical during this period.

Major Challenges
The challenges of transaction rate and compliance still need to be solved. Also, how to match the hash
value in smart contracts with the contracts in real world is another challenge.
The limitations in blockchain infrastructure development restricts the application of blockchain in industries.
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Research Method

SV Insight Research selected the most influential papers from SCIE database as the basis of the research.
52 papers was selected.

Data Source

Selection Criteria

Paper published in SCIE
Journals and at SCIE AAA
Conferences.

Journal Impact Factors, Paper
Citations.

Experts
Review and Interviews
SV Insight Research interviewed
a group of experts, invited
them to co-review the
academic papers.
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48% of Papers Discuss Application Of Blockchain in Industries.
Healthcare, IoT, Security, Energy, and Finance Are Most Discussed.

Blockchain
in Industries

IoT

48%

29%
Blockchain
Academic
Papers

Security

21%

Other Topics

52%

48%

Among the 52 papers, 48% discuss
the application of blockchain
technology in industries.

Finance

12%

China

42%

28%
Academic
Papers
in Different
Regions

Applying
Blockchain
in Industries

Health
Care

Others

Energy

USA

21%

30%

Healthcare, IoT, Security, Energy,
and Finance are the five most
mentioned sectors.

Among the authors, 31%
are US teams, 27% are Chinese
teams, and 42% are teams from
other countries.
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Blockchain in Healthcare

Issues:
Protect Patient Privacy, Store and Share Health Data Securely
1. Data security is the biggest concern for healthcare applications. Below are some scenarios
mentioned in the research:
For patients, how to
own and manage
their health data,
and how to securely
share them with
doctors or medical
institutions?

For cloud service
providers who
storage medical
data, how to
securely share data
with themselves,
and with medical
or research
institutions?

How to ensure data
security during
transmission
between medical
record systems like
EMR, EHR and PHR

When medical
sensors are remotely
monitoring patients,
how to protect
the security and
privacy of data
during transmission
in remote sensor
monitoring systems.

2. Issues in drug safety is another concern: how to enhance the safety of the drug supply-chains, and fight
against counterfeit drugs.

*Summary of the issues is from paper 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
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Solutions Proposed By Academia

MeDShare
Provides data provenance, auditing, and control for shared medical data in cloud repositories
among big data entities.
In the MeDShare system, all data
operations are “on chain”.

Using smart contracts to effectively trace the behavior
of data and revoke access to offending entities on
detection of violation of permissions on data.

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 3
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Solutions Proposed By Academia

A PSN-based healthcare system
A system with two protocols: wireless body area network (WBAN) and PSN (Persuasive Social Network).

WBAN establishes secure links
between sensors and mobile
devices, making them nodes
to collect data.

The PSN is moving data “on chain”,
at the same time, the PSN node
can access and transmit data
securely with other nodes.

*Summary of the solution is from paper 4

Data terminal equipment will carry
out data encryption transmission to
ensure patient privacy. The sensor
works under low heat condition to
avoid hurting the patient.
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Solutions Proposed By Academia

HDG
An app that lets patients manage and control their health data.

The system has three-layers: Data storage layer
is based on private chain so that the data is
immutable and secure.

Data management and usage layer are similar to
traditional systems.

*Summary of the solution is from paper 1, 5
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Solutions Proposed By Academia

A system based on consortium blockchain to integrate WBAN
with smart contracts
It is guaranteed that the data transmission between
devices in the wireless body area network (WBAN)
system is immutable.

Once the patient has any special symptom,
smart contract will automatically send a real-time
notification to doctors.

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 1, 5
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Conclusion & Challenges

The above schemes are implementable and with potential to address
data security & privacy in healthcare industry,
But challenges still exist:

How to ensure data security
when moving data “on chain”
• How to prevent hospital from
collecting patients’ data when
conducting tests.

Private key management
may have issues when
solutions involving encrypted
communication are running in
open WI-FI environment.

Response speed is very
important to monitor patients.
But current solutions may
be incapable of ensuring
communication efficiency.

• Can data be encrypted directly
through devices and then
move on-chain?
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Blockchain in IoT

Issues in IoT Industry

For manufacturers, current centralized model has a high maintenance cost. They may have challenges
maintaining and updating softwares when the devices are out of production.

For customers, they have trust issues in connect devices.

For the device, centralized system bring the risk of single point of failure - the attack on singe points may
stop the entire system from working.
For IoT network, cloud servers may crack down due to attacks, bugs or other problems on
a single point.
For IoT application in supply chain, it is challenging to identify risks in production process, as well as to
monitor the whole life cycle of products.

*Summary of the issues is from paper 7, 8, 10
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Solutions Proposed By Academia

Smart Contract
for manufacturing

Move supply chain
onto blockchain

A framework eliminating
the concept of POW

Manufacturers of the IoT devices
can deploy smart contracts
for equipment updates and
maintenance.

The immutability of blockchain
can enhance security for the
supply chain of IoT equipments.

A framework is proposed for
device management in smart
homes, in order to ensure
security & privacy.

*Summary of the solution is from paper 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
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Blockchain-based Smart Home Framework
The framework consists of three tiers:

Smart Home

Overlay Network

*Summary of the solution is from paper 9, 10

Cloud Storage
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Blockchain-based Smart Home Framework
How to run:

Initialization

Transaction Handling

Shared Overlay

To add a device to the smart
home, the miner generates a
genesis transaction by sharing
a key with the device.

A shared key should be
allocated by the miner to
devices which need to directly
communicate with each other.

To reduce the cost and
manage overhead in this
instance, the shared network
overlay consists of at least
two smart homes that are
managed centrally as a single
home by a shared miner.

*Summary of the solution is from paper 9, 10
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Case in Practice
Filament
A blockchain-based solutions provider for IoT, has launched wireless sensors, called Taps and deployed
smart contracts to manage them. Filament is working with companies to manage mining operations
or water flows over agricultural fields. With smart contracts, IoT devices can send orders to each other
under certain conditions.

*Summary of the solution is from paper 7
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Case in Practice
IBM Watson IoT Platform
IBM is using its large cloud infrastructure IBM Watson IoT platforms to provide blockchain services for
tracking high-value items as they move across supply chains.

Slock.it
An electronic lock named Slock works via smart contracts. Users can set up rules (rents, depoits, etc.)
via smart contracts. Slock is being used in cars and house rental services. Sharing economy is being
decentralized via blockchain.

*Summary of the solution is from paper 7
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Conclusion & Challenges

The transaction of blockchain is not fast enough for some domains.

The cost associated with large storage required to preserve entire blockchain would be too expensive or
infeasible for small IoT devices manufacturers.
How to synchronize the hash in smart contracts with real world contracts if some disputes happen
in transaction.
The demand for interoperability and resource sharing between smart devices are increasing. How to
ensure mutual trust between IoT devices?
As POW or tokens will be the major stimulate methods for data sharing, if it is eliminated, how to realize
the value flow in the blockchain-based smart home framework ?
Moving data on-chain has a data leak issue. If IoT devices collecting data which related to users privacy,
how to protect data from leaking?
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Blockchain in Security

Issues in Security Industry

Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) faces the trust issue when
sharing data, which is also the
main problem faced
by IDS network;

IDS also faces the problem
of identifying a trusted third
party: once the organization
becomes huge, it is hard to
find a reliable third-party
organization, and the central
server is vulnerable to be
damaged;

*Summay of the issues is from paper 13, 14

All services that are
widely used in distributed
systems are prone to attack
when they’re on central
controller: authentication,
data privacy, data integrity,
data confidentiality, nonrepudiation, data provenance,
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Solutions Proposed By Academia
Blockchains and IDS can complement each
other. On one hand, blockchain can improve
the performance of an IDS, especially a CIDS
in the aspects of data sharing and trust
computation. On the other hand, intrusion
detection can help detect anomalies during
blockchain transactions.

Schematic decision diagram to determine
whether a blockchain (and if yes, which
type of blockchain) technology to use in
IDS scenario.

*Summay of the solutions is from paper 13, 14
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Solutions Proposed By Academia
Blockchain solutions for security services:
Encryption
&
Authentication

Data
Privacy

Data
Integrity

Data
Provenance

IKP, Pemcor,

Zyskind,

Storj,

ProvChain,

DPKI,

BBDS

Ericson,

DataProv,

Blockstack,

(Blockchain-Based

Guardtime

Provenance,

Certcoin,

Data Sharing),

Guardtime,

Fair Access,

Blockchain-

DRAMS

Based Trust and

(Decentralized

Authentication

Runtime Access

for Decentralized

Monitoring System)

IBM Supply Chain

Sensor Networks

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 13, 14
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Conclusion & Challenges

Whether IDS needs
blockchain? Blockchain
technology may be helpful
in certain scenario, but
problems in other scenarios
can be solved with traditional
security method.

Data traceability is the
most relevant appliction of
blockchain in security servics.
However, cryptography
could already be applied in
addressing most issues in
data traceability area, such as
encryption, authentication and
data privacy.

The privacy risk and scalability
limitation of blockchain are
the biggest challenges
for blockchain-based security
services. As a result, blockchain
is not applicable to
delay-sensitive senorios
at current stage.
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Blockchain in Energy

Issues In Energy Industry

Too many middle men in
centralized smart grid system,
causing inefficiency in energy
transaction and distribution.

Individuals in the smart
grid lack of motivation in
participating in local energy
trading due to lacking of
incentives and concerning
about security and privacy,
resulting in inactive local
energy trading market.

*Summary of the issues is from paper 15, 17, 18

Renewable energy is facing
challenges of unstable
energy generation. An active
local energy trading market
can address this challenge.
Blockchain has the potential
to empower an active local
energy trading market.
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Solutions Proposed By Academia

PETCON
A localized P2P power trading model based on a consortium blockchain.

A consortium
blockchain is built
at moderate cost so
that electricity can be
traded without the
need of third parties.

The authorized node in the scenario
is a pre-selected Local Aggregator
(LAG) for reviewing and verifying
transaction records between hybrid
electric vehicles without the need
of private car’s privacy data.

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 18

The POW mechanism
is used to reward LAG
data review work, and
the fastest LAG will be
rewarded coins.
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Solutions Proposed By Academia

Blockchain-based Electricity Market: A private chain is built and deployed based on the Multichain software
package for power trading between machines.

Decentralized power exchange based on
blockchain technology.

The machines involved in the transaction, as long as
equipped with a computer containing their digital
representation, can interact with the blockchain to
provide sensory data; the transactions reached on the
blockchain are also implemented through the system.

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 15
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Solutions Proposed By Academia
A Blockchain-based microgrid framework with seven key elements are proposed. These elements are:
Microgrid Setup

Grib Connection

Infomation System

Market Mechanism

Pricing Mechanism

Regulation

Energy Management Trading
Among the elements, blockchain technology provides information infrastructure for a decentralized exchange
system that ensures fair participation of all parties with their privacy protected.

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 17
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Case In Practice: Brooklyn Microgrid
Issues

The area of Brooklyn is vulnerable to grid failures as
its electric capacity utilization already approaches
its limits. Particularly the Borough Hall distribution
network is frequently congested.

Renewable power generation increases but people
could not trade extra electricity efficiently. In the
extreme bad weather like hurricane, the community
would suffer from power cut.

How To Use

Identity Mechanism

Blockchain company LO3 Energy provides local trading platform
based on Tendermint protocol, so local people could trade their
extra electricity via app in variable prices.

The government and other centralization agencies will verify the
identity of participants to avoid malicious node.

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 17
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Conclusion & Challenges

The current solutions solve the issues of energy industry. They can potentially reduce energy transaction costs,
and increase the usage of renewable energy by stimulation of tokens.
Some solutions have been implemented, but centralized authorities such as government should be more
involved in order to minimize the risks when the system transforms from centralized to decentralized.

Challenges

Energy transactions may cause great
pressure on nodes for data transaction,
storage and calculation, especially in a
fully-decentralized system.

Node’s malicious behavior may cause
huge risks.
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Blockchain in Finance

Issues: Application of DLT in Financial Industry, The Security and
Privacy Requirements Differ Between DLT and Fintech
Blockchain technology has been applied in financial industry in improving the efficiency of B2B transactions,
and smart contracts have been applied in executing transactions.

But blockchain applications in financial industry still have challenges:

Financial services in
different sizes have
different requirements
for information
infrastructure.

The security mechanism
of cryptocurrency cannot
be fully applied to deal
with security issues in
financial sector.

*Summary of the issues is from paper 19, 20

The privacy
requirements of the
financial sector are not
exactly the same as the
privacy requirements of
distributed ledgers.
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Solutions in Practice

Corda is an integrated system that limits transaction
propagation to improve performance and privacy, and it
accommodates rich smart-contract language. Transactions
are only propagated to relevant parties, and are signed
off on by a distributed notary service. The notary service
improves privacy, as not all transactions are propagated
to all participants, and performance, as not all participants
need to view all transactions.

Hyperledger offers a modular approach. Organizations
that instantiate the system pick appropriate solutions
for the different system layers, from consensus to
smart-contract language. For example, one could choose a
crash fault–tolerant protocol for the consensus layer if
that would be sufficient, or a Byzantine fault– tolerant
protocol for better resilience.

*Summary of the solutions is from paper 20
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Future Research Directions

Academia has proposed some more advanced blockchain protocols, which can potentially increase
transaction rate.
Bitcoin Next Generation

Hybrid Protocols

Solidus

Spectre Protocol

*Next Generation Protocols compared with traditional
blockchain protocol, cited from paper 20
*Summary of the research directions is from paper 20
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Next Generation Blockchain Protocols

Bitcoin Next Generation

Hybrid Protocols

Solidus

Spectre Protocal

A new blockchain

Transactions become

Solidus operates in a

It focuses on building a

protocol designed to

irreversible with high

framework based on

Directed Acyclic Graph

scale. Bitcoin-NG is

probability only after

real-world financial

(DAG) structure to allow

robust to extreme churn

several key-blocks are

institutions: it includes

concurrent and parallel

and shares the same

generated. To overcome

a certain number

block creation on the

trust model as Bitcoin.

this latency barrier,

of banks, and each

block DAG.

hybrid protocols replace

bank maintains a

the single leader with a

large number of user

committee.

accounts. Solidus hides
the transaction value
and the transaction
graph (the identity of
the trading entity).

*Summary of next generation blockchain protocols is from paper 20
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Conclusion & Challenges

• Many business scenarios in financial sector can be integrated with blockchain.
• The application of smart contracts can improve the security of financial services; and the decentralized nature of
blockchain can greatly improve the efficiency of financial services.
• At present, the application in financial industry is mainly based on permissioned blockchain and consortium
blockchain. Centralized organization are still needed to filter nodes and ensure the security and fair play
of the system.
• In certain financial scenarios, information needs to be confidential, so Zero-knowledge Proof technology
is critical. As mentioned earlier, Zero-knowledge Proof still needs to be improved.
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Assessment Framework:
Five Questions to Ask for Whether to Apply Blockchain
Will this project require updates, mutability, or deletion of records?
Blockchains are inherently permanent. If the architecture requires anything other than rare additions of new blocks to invalidate prior
blocks, the overhead of checking for revocations can have a significant negative impact in mature or large chains.

Is there agreement that all blockchain participants should be able to view and validate transaction details?
Distribution of blockchains and validation of transactions are critical. Without the use of obfuscating techniques that allow for
transaction validation without viewing, the power of distributed trust in the chain would be lost to the single node that originally
validated the transaction, which might not even be a permanent member of the chain.

Does this architecture fit well in an ecosystem of diverse participants?
For internal projects in which significant trust already exists, a database solution will likely be far more economically appropriate.

Are there adequate incentives for participants to continue to support the chain indefinitely?
From the economic and technical perspectives, support for the chain’s future depends on the maintenance of that chain
and storage of previous blocks (in many cases, active storage of all of them).

From an efficiency perspective, are there enough participants and sufficient complexity to buoy the
consensus model, validate all transactions, and approve the authentication and authorization processes?
Here, the economic and technical considerations collide when you consider not only the long-term power, computation, backup,
maintenance, and support requirements but also the changing landscape of adversarial engineering. Will the chain continually have
enough positive influence in the consensus model to counteract negative actors and achieve Byzantine fault tolerance?
*Summary of The Assessment Framework is from paper 20
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Appendix 1:
List of Academic Papers about Applying Blockchain in Industries
Title

Team

Source

1

Healthcare Data Gateways:
Found Healthcare Intelligence
on Blockchain with Novel
Privacy Risk Control

Huaqiao University, Zhongnan
University of Economics and Law

Journal of Medical Systems

2

A Review Of Existing And Emerging
Digital Technologies To Combat The
Global Trade In Fake Medicines

University of California at San Diego

Expert Opinion on Drug Safety

3

MeDShare: Trust-Less Medical Data
Sharing Among Cloud Service
Providers via Blockchain

University of Electronic Science and
Technology of China

IEEE Access

4

A Secure System For Pervasive
Social Network-Based Healthcare

Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University,
University of Liverpool

IEEE Access

5

Healthcare Blockchain System
Using Smart Contracts for Secure
Automated Remote Patient
Monitoring

Fordham University

Journal of Medical Systems archive
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Appendix 1:
List of Academic Papers about Applying Blockchain in Industries
Title

Team

Source

6

Blockchain: A Panacea for
Healthcare Cloud-Based Data
Security and Privacy?

University of Salerno, University of Hong
Kong, University of Texas at San Antonio

IEEE Cloud Computing

7

Can Blockchain Strengthen the
Internet of Things?

University of North Carolina at
Greensboro

IEEE Computer Society

The University of New South Wales

2017 IEEE International Conference
on Pervasive Computing and
Communications Workshops
(PerCom Workshops)

University of Stavanger

IMCOM ‘17 Proceedings of the 11th
International Conference on Ubiquitous
Information Management and

8
9

10

Blockchain for IoT security
and privacy: The case study of a
smart home

Ushare: user controlled social media
based on blockchain

Blockchains and Smart Contracts
for the Internet of Things

North Carolina State University

The 11th International Conference
on Ubiquitous Information
Management and Communication
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Appendix 1:
List of Academic Papers about Applying Blockchain in Industries
Title

Team

Source

11

Towards an Optimized
BlockChain for IoT

The University of New South Wales

2017 IEEE/ACM Second International
Conference on Internet-of-Things
Design and Implementation (IoTDI)

12

An ID-Based Linearly
Homomorphic Signature Scheme
and Its Application in Blockchain

Guangzhou University,
Nanjing University of Information
Science and Technology

IEEE Access

13

When Intrusion Detection Meets
Blockchain Technology: A Review

Technical University of Denmark

IEEE Access

14

Security Services Using
Blockchains: A State of the
Art Survey

Washington University in St. Louis

IEEE Communications
Surveys & Tutorials

15

Blockchain technology in the
chemical industry: Machine-tomachine electricity market

University of Cambridge

Applied Energy
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Appendix 1:
List of Academic Papers about Applying Blockchain in Industries
Title

Team

Blockchain-Enabled Security in
Electric Vehicles Cloud and Edge
Computing

University of Oslo,
East China Normal University

17

Designing microgrid energy
markets A case study:
The Brooklyn Microgrid

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

Applied Energy

18

Enabling Localized Peer-to-Peer
Electricity Trading Among Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicles Using
Consortium Blockchains

Guangdong University of Technology,
University of Oslo,

IEEE Transactions on
Industrial Informatics

19

Solidus: Confidential Distributed
Ledger Transactions via PVORM

Cornell University

CCS ‘17 Proceedings of the 2017 ACM
SIGSAC Conference on Computer and
Communications Security

20

Blockchain Technology:
Transforming Libertarian
Cryptocurrency Dreams to Finance
and Banking Realities

Cornell University

IEEE Computer Society

16

Source
IEEE Network

* To access the full list of 52 academic papers, please visit:
https://www.us.svinsight.com/blog/top-50-blockchain-papers-and-research-team-lead-you-to-the-frontier-of-blockchain
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Appendix 2: Expert List

Below experts provided significant guidance and opinion during the planning and execution of this research

Xianping Mao

Ontology Research Institute Dean, Ontology

Honglei Cong

Senior Blockchain Technology Professional, Ontology

Qiushan Liu

Senior Researcher, Ontology

Wei Lyu

Senior Information Security Engineer, Ontology

Guobin Tan

Co-Funder & CTO, Chong Dong

Jie Gong

Blockchain Engineer, UNetwork
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SV Insight Research
SV Insight(SVInsight Inc.)was established in 2015, formerly known as a famous Silicon Valley technology media.
After steady growth and increased influence, it had a brand upgrade in 2018 and will focus on three major
modules: SV Insight Research, SV Insight Media, and Blockchain Connect Conference.
Among the three, SV Insight Research is focusing on the research of frontier technologies. Having blockchain
industry as one of its focal points, through data analysis, desk research and expert interviews, SV Insight Research
provides industry professionals with insights about the most recent progress of blockchain technology and its
applications in industries.
SV Insight Research Team
Head of Research: Nicole Ni
Research Analysts: Sonia Fang, Dee Han
Advisories: Paul Li, Peter Qin, Yi Lu
Designer: Yonic Gong
Translator: Yangyang Gu

Website: us.svinsight.com
Email: contact@svinsight.com
Twitter: @svinsight_
Medium: @svinsight
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Disclaimer
This report is copyrighted by SV Insight Research under SVInsight Inc. (SV Insight) and may not be reproduced,
copied, published or quoted in any form without prior written permission. If authorized by SVInsight Inc. to be
referenced or published, it shall be used within the scope permitted, and the source shall be stated as “SV Insight
Research”, and any misleading reference, abridgement or modification of this report shall not be made.
The data used in this report comes from legal channels. The analysis logic is based on the author’s professional
understanding, which clearly and accurately reflects the author’s research perspective, and strives to be
independent, objective and fair. The conclusion is not instructed or influenced by any third party. SVInsight Inc.
does not treat the recipient as a customer for accepting this report. This report is issued only as permitted by
applicable law and is distributed solely for informational purposes and does not constitute any advertisement.
In no event shall the information in this report or the opinions expressed therein constitute investment advice
for any person.
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